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ABSTRACT 

A Mobile Wireless Sensor Network (M-WSN) derives its 

name by considering either mobile sink or mobile sensor 

nodes within the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). As the 

sensor nodes are energy constrained, energy efficiency is the 

main aspect to be considered in any applications. By 

considering mobile sensor nodes in WSN, we can have better 

energy efficiency, improved coverage, and enhanced target 

tracking in Wireless Sensor Network. Due to mobility of 

nodes, a mobile WSN has dynamic topology. For all data 

gathering applications, the topology of mobile WSN depends 

on either the path of mobile sink or position of mobile nodes. 

Hence whole WSN topology keeps on changing as either 

sink is mobile or sensor nodes are mobile. That is, we have 

dynamic topology. Depending on application scenario, we 

may use a mobile sink to collect information from a static 

WSN or a dynamic WSN. In general static WSN uses 

multihops for data communication from sensor node to sink. 

Hence sensor node closer to sink is always in use and its 

energy gets exhausted quickly, thereby it dies down first, 

breaking link to sink and whole network collapses. This is 

one of the serious problems to be considered. Mobile WSN 

is one of approach that can increase life time of network 

because nodes close sink keeps on changing so that  no 

particular node will be always close to sink. It is also 

possible by controlled mobility of nodes, all nodes in turn 

can take role of being close to sink and provide necessary 

services. Also by providing mobility to nodes in controlled 

manner it also possible to reduce number of hops to sink 

from a node, there by errors in communication gets reduced. 

In this article we consider two general application areas, 

studying the conditions of disastrous area where in static 

sensor nodes are deployed in disastrous area and a mobile 

sink agent which is outside the boundary moves around 

predefined path to gather information’s of disastrous area, a 

battle field where in two way data communication between 

captain and soldiers is required where both captain and 

soldiers may have low mobility. The networking required in 

both cases is mobile WSN. We propose proper architecture 

and data communication in these contexts. 

 Keywords: 

Sensor node, Clustering, Mobile Wireless Sensor Network, 

Dynamic grouping, Leader – Followers – Mediator. 

 1. INTRODUCTION  

The sensor nodes are energy constrained and maximum 

energy consumption is in communication process. Hence an 

effective approach on communication can conserve energy 

consumption thereby increase network life time. One of the 

ways is to design a procedure to get a logical structure for the 

physically deployed nodes. Thereby we get a proper network 

topology on which data transfer may be carried out [1]. In 

case of large scale Wireless Sensor Networks, wherein 

thousands of sensor nodes are deployed, proper clustering 

technique [2] will define proper logical structure. This will 

conserve energy less than simple multihop communication. 

When clustering is made considering residual energy of 

sensor nodes, network life time can be increased 

considerably. Hence the proposal is to design a grouping 

strategy depending on energy level of the sensor nodes 

deployed. Then we perform data transfer on that network.  

In the applications such as military, target tracking, 

microelectronic mechanical devices of stamp size which can 

sense the surrounding media and transport information to 

control center can be used. In such applications, we may 

consider mobile nodes which can increase overall life time of 

network. Due to mobility of nodes, a mobile WSN [3] has 

dynamic topology. For all data gathering applications, the 

topology of mobile WSN depends on either the path of 

mobile sink or position of mobile nodes. While designing the 

grouping procedure path from group to group should be 
unambiguous, thereby communication between any nodes 

should be possible. 

In   general, the high level design for data communication in 

wireless sensor networks [4] may be performed by following 

procedure.  

1) For the thousands of nodes deployed in a controlled area, 

identify source and sink nodes. 

2) Starting from source node form groups and stop 

procedure once sink node is the member of any group. Store 

the intermediate nodes between sink and source in that 

logical structure. 

 3) Forward data from source to sink through those 

intermediate nodes. 

The article is organized into six sections. Grouping system 

description defining basic grouping procedure is given in 

second section. The deferent grouping algorithms to support 

data communication are given in third section. Design is 

given in section four. Grouping Scenario with an example, 

simulated results and observations made is given in fifth 

section. In Section six conclusions drawn is given. The 

article ends with references. 

2. GROUPING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Grouping structure which we define has group head which 

we call as leader, members of group as followers and 

followers that support to link other group as mediators.  

Hence the nodes involved in the data communication process 

may be either a group leader or a follower node and some 

mediator nodes in the logical structure. Hence we name this 

as Leader-Follower-Mediator (LFM) algorithm. Considering 
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different clustering techniques[5][6][7], an energy 

efficient[8][9]clustering procedure is proposed here. 

Large number of Sensor nodes distributed in a controlled 

area is assumed to have initial energy greater or equal to 

some upper threshold value. The location of the nodes is 

found from the location finding system, embedded in the 

Sensor nodes. The grouping procedure is as follows. 

Staring from one of the node k, check energy level of all the 

nodes within the transmission range of k (within one hop 

distance). The node with highest energy level with in 

visibility range of k which has residual energy greater than 

some upper threshold value is declared as Leader of the 

group. Other nodes located within the visibility range of that 

leader and with energy level greater than minimum threshold 

value can be the followers or members of that group. This 

forms first cluster in the clustering process. We would like to 

have minimum number of clusters. This can be achieved by 

non overlapping leaders thereby no two leaders are not in 

direct communication range to each other. Hence clusters are 

linked through a follower node which is within range of 

present cluster and new cluster we are going to form. We call 

that follower node that links two clusters as mediator node. 

Hence cluster leader selects one of farthest follower having 

residual energy above certain threshold value and calls it as 

mediator and mediator decides next cluster head which is 

within its transmission range and is neither leader nor a 

follower of any group. Nodes located within the visibility 

range of that leader and with energy level greater than 

minimum threshold value and neither leader nor a follower 

of any group becomes the followers of that group. The 

cluster head selects mediator node to continue grouping 

process. This clustering process is repeated until all nodes 

are included in groups (In some cases few nodes can become 

only followers but not within the range of any leader, that 

cannot participate in grouping because of its lower energy 

level, they are as good as dead). Any member with in that 

group has to forward information to its leader. Any such 

event identified by leader will pass on the information to 

server. The leader needs a buffer to collect the information 

from its members. Main server assures the association of 

individual members through group leader.  

The grouping of sensors need to follow a certain algorithm to 

prove be efficient. This is discussed in the next section. 

3.  GROUPING ALGORITHMS 

The sensor nodes have no global identification. Hence our 

algorithm has to provide identification to every sensor nodes 

in the grouping process. Hence we consider all nodes have 

built in GPS or nodes are using some localization algorithms 

[10][11] so that its location in the deployed area is known to 

the sensor nodes.    

Depending on the different application scenario there can be 

two major categories of grouping. 

1. Both sink and source nodes within defined boundary area 

where in two ways communication between nodes is 

possible. 

2. Nodes deployed in a restricted area where in a sink may be 

located outside the boundary of restricted area, but in direct 

link with at least one node located in the restricted area. 

 

 

3.1 Grouping procedure 

3.1.1The LFM algorithm to get LFM tree where 

both sink and source nodes are within defined 

boundary area 

Table : 1 Control packets and fields 

Control packets Fields 

G_request  From Node_id,  Message_type,  Status 

N_response To address,Location X,Y,Z coordinates, 

Residual energy, Node Status, 

Message_type 

L_Select From address, id to node, Location X,Y,Z 

coordinates, Status,   Message_type 

F_Rigistration From address, id to node, Location X,Y,Z 

coordinates, Node Status,   Message_type  

M_Select To node_id, ,  Message_type 

 

Input: Source node location and Destination node location 

// Depending on the residual energy level of nodes, nodes 

are said to be in active (MODE 2), follower (MODE 1)   or 

dead (MODE 0) mode.  

Step 1: Source broadcasts G_Request signal assuming its   

node_id=1. 

Step 2: Nodes which receive that G_Request signal will 

register by sending N_Response signal with nodes residual 

energy and node location (x, y.z coordinates) to source.  

 Step 3: If destination location is among responded nodes 

source becomes Leader and Destination node becomes 

follower giving node_id to destination by sending 

F_Registration signal and stop the grouping procedure. 

If no nodes among registered nodes have energy level greater 

than energy level of source, then source   itself becomes 

leader.   

Else among nodes responded with source, node having 

energy level greater than energy level of source and one with 

highest energy level is selected as Leader, sending L_Select 

signal   assuming leader node_id = node_id and reset 

node_id of source to 0. Ties are broken at  random. 

Step 4: Leader sends G_Request signal, the nodes within 

range of the leader respond with N_Response signal with 

their residual energy and location. They are registered as 

followers of that group, leader allocates node_id 

(node_id=node_id+1) to its followers by sending 

F_Registration signal and leaders update its routing table 

with followers’ id, its link (leader) and            their energy 

level. 

If destination location is among follower nodes stop the 

grouping procedure. 

Step 5: every follower node did not broadcast G_Request 

signal and nodes which receive that signal and a leader nor 

follower will respond with N_Response signal and search for 

destination node. 
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If destination is found call corresponding follower node as 

mediator node by sending M_Select signal and Mediator 

sends L_Select signal to the destination node giving               

node_id=node_id+1. Update its link and stop grouping 

procedure. 

Else among the followers node, pick the node with highest 

energy level and farthest from leader, call it as mediator 

node by sending M_Select signal, here also ties are broken at                

random if two or more nodes have same energy level among 

followers. 

Step 6: Mediator node broadcast G_Select signal. Nodes 

receiving that signal will send back its N_Response signal 

with residual energy level and node location. Mediator sends 

L_Select signal to the node that has highest energy level, 

calling it as leader assuming its node_id=node_id+1, ties are 

broken at random. 

Step 7: Leader sends G_Request signal and nodes which 

receive that will respond with N_Response signal, the nodes 

which are not follower of any other group and responded 

declared as follower of that group by sending F_Registration 

signal allocating node_id to the followers and update its 

routing  table with follower’s id, its link (leader) and their 

energy level.           If destination location is among follower 

nodes stop the grouping procedure. 

Step 8: Go to step 5, until either destination is found or all 

nodes are included in grouping or all nodes are dead. 

In some cases, some of nodes may be not within range of any 

other nodes; they are as good as dead. 

3.1.2 The LFM algorithm to get LFM tree where 

a mobile sink moves outside the boundary of 

restricted area, where sink is in direct link with at 

least one node located in the restricted area else 

move sink so as to get link with at least one node. 

Input: Destination node location 

Depending on the residual energy level of nodes, nodes are 

said to be in active (MODE 2),follower(MODE 1)or dead     

(MODE 0) mode.  

Step 1: Sink broadcasts G_Request signal  with Sink_id=1. 

Step 2: Nodes receiving that  signal sends N_Response 

signal.  

Sink search for destination node.  

If destination is found mark it with node_id=node_id+1,  

Then stop grouping   procedure. 

Else go to step 3. 

 Step 3: Sink checks the residual energy of the responded 

nodes. If it is greater than or equal to upper threshold 

(MODE 2) level, then they are declared as leaders and 

marked with node_id=node_id+1.   

 Step 4: Every leader node broadcast G_Request signal, 

Nodes receiving that  signal sends N_Response signal  and 

leaders search for destination node. 

If destination is found mark it with node_id=node_id+1 by 

sending F_Registration signal, update  routing table, stop 

grouping procedure.             

 Else among leader nodes having one with highest energy 

level is taken as leader for further clustering. Ties are broken 

at random.  

Step 5: Selected Leader sends G_Request signal, Nodes 

receiving that signal sends N_Response signal, the  leader  

declares them as followers of that group by sending 

F_Registration signal giving node_id to its  followers of that 

group and update its  routing table with followers id , its link 

(leader) and their  energy level. Repeat this process for all 

remaining leaders. 

Step 6 : Every follower node broadcast G_Request signal, 

Nodes receiving that  signal sends N_Response signal and 

search for destination node. 

If destination is found call that follower node as mediator 

node and destination as leader by sending L_Select signal. 

update its routing table, stop grouping procedure. 

 Else among the followers node, pick the node with highest 

energy level and farthest call it as mediator node, by 

sending M_Select signal,  here also ties are broken at 

random. 

Step 7: Mediator node broadcast G_Request signal and 

nodes receiving that   signal will send N_Response Signal . 

The node responded with highest energy level becomes 

leader and mediator sends L_Select signal, giving  id to that 

node, ties are broken at  random. 

Step 8: Leader sends G_Request signal, Nodes receiving that  

signal sends N_Response signal and leader search for 

destination node. 

 If destination is found  marke that node with node_id by 

sending F_select signal , update its  routing table, stop  

grouping procedure. 

 Else  the nodes which are not follower of any other group 

but within range of the leader is declared as follower of that 

group  by sending F_select signal  allocating id to its 

followers and update its routing table with followers id , its 

link (leader) with their energy level. 

Step 9: Go to step 6, until either destination is found or all 

nodes are included in grouping or all nodes are dead. 

In some cases, some of nodes may be not within range of any 

other nodes; they  are as good as dead. 

 

3.1.2 Path finding procedure with updating of 

energy of nodes, in the case where both sink 

and source in controlled area 

//path […..] is an Array 

Step 1: If source is not a Leader 

 LSource          Leader of Source 

             Else 

 LSource           Source 

Step 2: If LSource          destin   

 Place destin and source in path array 

 Calculate discharge of source and destin in data    

                 transfer process. 
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                 Update energy of source and destin nodes 

              Else 

 Place destin in path array. Calculate discharge of   

                 destin   in data transfer process.Update energy of  

                  destin nodes 

 If destin is not a leader 

     Ldest           Leader of destin 

                    Place Ldest in path array. Calculate discharge of  

                    Ldest  in data transfer process. 

                    Update energy of Ldest nodes 

 Else 

      Ldest           destin 

Step 3: While (Ldest is not equal LSource) 

 if Ldest is leader 

         

      Linc          node linking Ldest to other group leader  

     Place Linc  in path array. Calculate discharge of  Ldest  

and    

      Linc in data transfer process. Update energy of  Ldest 

and  

       Linc nodes 

   PLdest           Ldest 

    Ldest            Linc 

   If (Ldest! =source) 

      Place source in path array. Calculate discharge of source   

      and Ldest in data transfer process. Update energy of 

source   

      and Ldest nodes 

Path finding procedure with updating of energy of nodes, in 

the case where sink is mobile and outside restricted area may 

be written in the same way. 

The LFM algorithm to get LFM tree where sink is moving 

outside the boundary of restricted area, is simulated using 

C++code, where grouping process starts from sink and 

results are shown in section 5. 

4. DESIGN 

4.1 State -Transition Diagram [12] of 

Nodes 

Initially Status is 0 (Reset)  

 

5. IMPLEMENTATION OF 

CLUSTERING SCENARIO  

An instance of 30 nodes deployed in a rectangular controlled 

area is considered for simplicity. For testing the working of 

the designed grouping algorithm, it is implemented using 

C++ codes .The data sets required are 

1) Location of the nodes in the controlled area ( x coordinate 

and y coordinate of  nodes). 

4.2 Flow chart 
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2) Sink node and destination node. 

3) Initial residual energy to all nodes. 

 

To make implementation easier, it is assumed that nodes are 

deployed in specific location so that its location is known 

and node_id is given to support grouping.    

5.1 Snapshots of LFM tree where sink is outside boundary area 

 

 PATH: Sink – 3 – 10 – 16 

Fig 1 : Snapshot of Grouping from  Sink node  to node 16  with Routing information 
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PATH:  SINK – 27 – 22 – 16  

Fig 2: Snapshot of Next instance with Routing information when sink moved to other location 

 

5.2. Simulated results & observations 

The grouping algorithm designed is implemented using C++ 

codes and result of observation is plotted. The instance 

verses energy discharge is plotted shown in Fig.3. For 

simplicity we have considered nine instances. It has been 

observed that energy consumed by a particular node at the 

end of nine instances is less in mobile sink than static sink 

because as sink position changes particular node is not close 

to sink. Hence discharge of battery of nodes is more uniform, 

hence network life time is improved.  

Fig.4 is plot of Instance verses Mode. While implementing 

our algorithm, we assumed node may fall into any one of 

three modes, ie Nodes with energy level below minimum 

threshold cannot participate in data communication is Mode 

0, Nodes with energy level above minimum threshold but 

less than some higher threshold value which can   participate 

in data communication but can become only member of 

cluster is Mode 1, Nodes with energy level equal or above 

higher  threshold value which can   participate in data 

communication  can become cluster head is  Mode 2.It is 

observed that in case of mobile sink the nodes will continue 

in either in Mode2 or Mode 2 for longer duration because 

battery discharge is uniform in mobile sink scenario. 
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Fig.3 Instance verses Energy discharge graph 

 

 

                                     

Fig.4 Instance verses Mode graph 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

One of the important observation is mobility of nodes can 

increase life time of the network. Concerning the routing of 

data from a node in question, the proposed LFM algorithm is 

efficient (number of hops wise, complexity wise, and power 

consumption wise), because of a tree data structure there by 

path to any node to any other node are unambiguous. 

Selection of mediator nodes in clustering avoids possibility 

of over lapping leaders there by number of groups formed 

will be less compared to existing clustering algorithms.  

The proposed protocol is on demand protocol (Reactive) in 

which clustering is formed when a node has sensed data to 

send to other node and thus reduces the power needs of the 

nodes. Cluster members are decided at the instant not in 

advance as in proactive type. Particularly when nodes are in 

random motion at different rates, we need such dynamic 

grouping algorithms. 

In sensor networks, nodes have no global identification 

problem which can be solved giving address to nodes while 

forming clusters as given in our LFM algorithm. 

The limited resources of sensor nodes dictates that power is 

conserved and amount of data to be stored is limited, which 

is facilitated in the algorithm proposed by  initiating the 

clustering from the source and stopping it as soon as the 

destination becomes either head or member of any group and 

clustering process checks whether incoming node in to 

grouping procedure is destination, thereby only the required 

nodes are clustered and other nodes are untouched. Only path 

from source to destination is to be stored.   

Clustering also supports for media access control, hence 

cross layer optimization is achieved. 

We may conclude that proposed LFM protocol is well suited 

for a network which uses memory hungry devices like sensor 

nodes.  

The LFM protocol may be simulated using standard 

simulator like Network Simulator Ns2 and results may be 

compared with other routing protocols. 
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